Other than the parish records from the Drouin Collection at www.ancestry.com, which are fully cited in brackets, the full citations for other sources used are found below.\(^1\)

**Marsac Family:**
Murky records\(^2\) for certain members of the Marsac family make it difficult to positively identify the father of nine children by one or more Native Americans. Following are some of the issues involved in this identification: 1. two members of the family used the name Jean; 2. one of the Jeans occasionally used the name Benjamin; 3. if we base the identification solely on the basis of the mothers named at the baptisms, we might think that Jean Marsac had children by multiple mothers; 4. I believe that Denissen has assigned the children to the wrong Jean Marsac.

Although I am almost 100% sure that Jean Baptiste de Marsac, son of Paul de Marsac and a Sauteuse [Ojibwa or Chippewa], was the father of the nine children, I have included information on the Marsac family from its earliest days in Detroit to correct a number of errors in Denissen, as well as for the reader to better understand the relationship between the men who may have been the father, I will start the discussion with the first generation of Marsacs in Detroit.

**Marsac – David Family:**
*Jacob (de) Marsac, sieur de Lhommetrou dit Desrochers,* son of Jacob (de) Marsac, sieur de Longtrou, and Catherine (de) Marsac, was from St-André, Niort, Poitiers, Poitou (Deux-Sèvres), France. On 25 June 1704, notary Michel LePailleur drafted the marriage contract of Jacob de Marsac and Thérèse David. *Sieur de Marsac was about to leave in a party against the English nos ennemis [our enemies].* He wanted to bring order to his affairs before his departure and knew the marriage would not be solemnized before his return. If he died during this voyage, he made a gift of all his possessions to Thérèse David. Thérèse David and Jacob Demarsac signed the marriage contract [Michel LePailleur, FHL microfilm #1556892, images 00627, #00628]. He married *Thérèse David,* daughter of Claude David and Suzanne Denoyon and widow of Massé Martin, 12 June 1706 in Montréal [Jetté, pp. 774-775 – Marsac]. The following people witnessed their marriage Charles Chaboillé, master sculptor; Joseph (de) Laclostre dit Sanquartier, a soldier in Sabrevois’ Company; François Brissonet, merchant of Montréal; and Pierre Toussaint dit Lajeunesse, a soldier in Noray de Dumesnil/Dumeny Company [PRDH, #47930 – Marsac-David Marriage].

---

\(^1\) Christian Denissen, *Genealogy of the French families of the Detroit River Region, 1701-1936* (Detroit: Detroit Society for Genealogical Research, revised edition, 1987) [although Denissen is fairly reliable for records in the Detroit area, it is less reliable than Jetté or PRDH for records from other areas; rarely lists all children born outside Detroit; and often confuses baptismal dates for birth dates. Researchers should verify birth dates with Jetté, PRDH, or the actual parish register. For most families, Denissen cuts off in the mid-1850s; René Jetté, *Dictionnaire généalogique des familles du Québec des origines à 1730* (Montréal: Les Presses de l’Université de Montréal: 1983); *Programme de recherche en démographie historique de l’Université de Montréal online: http://www.genealogie.umontreal.ca,* hereafter PRDH [does not necessarily name all the children born in Détroit; the PRDH numbers generally refer to family sheets or certificates]; Sharon A. Kelley, editor, *Marriage Records Ste. Anne Church 1701-1850* (Detroit: Detroit Society for Genealogical Research, 2001; Gail Moreau-DesHarnais, Ste Anne’s Burials, http://www.habitantheritage.org/french-canadian_resources/parish_recor).

\(^2\) Thanks to Suzanne Boivin Sommerville for suggesting this description.
Signatures at the marriage Jacob (de) Marsac and Thérèse David

Thérèse David was born and baptized 4 September 1664 in Trois-Rivières [Jetté, p. 312 – David Family]. Her godparents were Jean Denoyon and Jeanne Loisel [PRDH. #87645 – Thérèse David’s Baptism]. The couple had three children [Jetté, pp. 774-775; PRDH. #9937 – Marsac-David Family and Couple Views – the record is not complete; it only shows the birth of one child (the first Jacques) and the marriage of another child (François); does not include the couple’s burials dates in Détroit]. Thérèse David was buried 24 September 1727 in Ste Anne’s Church. Jacques (de) Marsac was buried 27 April 1747 in Ste Anne’s Church [Ste. Anne Burials, Part 1].

Jacob (de) Marsac and Thérèse David’s children:
1. **Jacques de Marsac** was born 26 November 1704 and baptized the following day in Montréal. He was buried 5 October 1706 in Montréal. Although this is pure speculation, considering Jacques’ age, his parents may have decided to leave Jacques in Montréal, possibly with one of his half-siblings, rather than take him on the convoy to Détroit [Jetté, p. 774].

2. **François de Marsac** married **Thérèse Cécile Campeau** 18 May 1734 in Detroit. Their family is continued below.

3. **Jacques de Marsac** was born and baptized 7 November 1707 in Détroit. His godparents were M.’e François LeGantier, **sieur** de Lavallée et de Rané/Rasné, lieutenant of a company of the said detachment, and Marie Lepage, wife of François Beauceron, **habitant** of Fort Pontchartrain. His father was identified as a former sergeant in a detachment of the marines in Canada [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, Image, 21]. He married **Marie Anne Chapoton**, daughter of Jean Chapoton and Marguerite Estève, 25 January 1745 in Détroit [Kelley, ed., Ste. Anne Marriages, p. 7]. Their only child, Jacques de [Marsac de] Lomtrou Marsac was buried 1 December 1745 in Ste Anne’s Church at the age of four days. Jacque Lomtrou, about 40 years, was buried in Ste Anne’s Church 24 December 1745 [Ste. Anne Burials, Part 1].

**Marsac – Campeau Family:**

**François de Marsac** was baptized 22 October 1706 in Détroit [Jetté, p. 775]. His godparents were **Messire** François Daupin de LaForest, captain in the said detachment of marine, and **Demoiselle** Marie Magdelaine de Lamothe Cadillac, daughter of **Messire** Antoine de Lamothe Cadillac, **commandant** for the King at Fort de Pontchartrain. His father was identified as a sergeant in a detachment of the marines in Canada [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1704-1744, Image 7]. He married **Thérèse Cécile Campeau**, daughter of Jacques Campeau and Jeanne Célice Catin, 18 May 1734 in Détroit [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1704-1744, Image 133; Kelley, ed., Ste. Anne Marriages, p. 3].
Thérèse Cécile Campeau was born and baptized in Fort Pontchartrain. Her godparents were Sr. Paul d’Ailleboust de Perigny, captain of a company of Marines and Thérèse David, wife of Jacob de Marsac [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1704-1744, Image 34]. François de Marsac and Thérèse Cécile Campeau had nine children. Thérèse Cécile Campeau died in childbirth and was buried 22 November 1746 in Ste Anne’s Church [Ste. Anne Burials, Part 1].

François de Marsac and Thérèse Cécile Campeau’s children:
1. **Cécile de Marsac** was born and baptized 16 March 1735 in Detroit. Her godparents were Nicolas Campeau, her uncle, and Angélique Pelletier [dite Antaya] www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1704-1744, Image 136]. Cécile de Marsac married Vital Sarasin, son of Pierre Vital Sarasin and Marguerite Leduc, 9 September 1776 in Ste Anne’s. The witnesses included her father, and brothers François de Marsac, Paul de Marsac and Benjamin [Jean Baptiste] de Marsac [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 209].

2. **François de Marsac** was baptized 21 April 1736 in Ste Anne’s. His godparents were Joseph [Douaire de] Bondy, and Élisabeth Françoise Raimbault, wife of M. [Jean] Dagneau www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1704-1744, Image 144]. François de Marsac married Charlotte Bourassa, daughter of René Bourassa, 20 July 1767 in Ste Anne’s www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Images 146-147].

3. **Marie Thérèse de Marsac** was baptized 18 October 1737 in Ste Anne’s. Her godparents were [Jean Baptiste Cuillerier dit] Beaubien and Catherine Chesne www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1704-1744, Image 153].
Marie Thérèse de Marsac married **Louis Beaufait**, son of Luc Beaufait and Gabrielle Souriceau, 22 January 1767 in Ste Anne’s [www.ancestry.com](http://www.ancestry.com), Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 140].

![Signatures at the marriage of Louis Beaufait and Marie Thérèse de Marsac](image)

4. **Jean Baptiste de Marsac** – see the discussion of Jean Baptiste de Marsac below.

5. **Jacques de Marsac** was born and baptized 8 December 1740 in Ste Anne’s. His godparents were *Sieur Jacques [de Marsac] de Lombtrou*, his uncle, and *Thérèse Campeau*, the baby’s cousin [www.ancestry.com](http://www.ancestry.com), Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1704-1744, Image 166]. Jacques de Marsac was buried 24 December 1740 [Ste. Anne Burials, Part 1].

6. **Jean Baptiste de Marsac** was born 21 March 1742 and baptized the following day in Ste Anne’s. His godparents were Jean Baptiste Campeau, the baby’s uncle and Marie [Lotman *dite* Barrois], wife of [Robert] Navarre [www.ancestry.com](http://www.ancestry.com), Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1704-1744, Image 172]. Jean Baptiste de Marsac was buried 23 March 1742 [Ste. Anne Burials, Part 1].

7. **Paul de Marsac** – see the discussion of Paul de Marsac below.

8. **Marie Louise de Marsac** was born 26 October 1744 and baptized the following day in Ste Anne’s. Her godparents were François de Marsac, *fils*, and Marie Françoise Navarre [www.ancestry.com](http://www.ancestry.com), Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 18]. Marie Louise de Marsac married *Sieur Robert Navarre*, son of Monsieur Robert Navarre and Dame Marie Lotman *dite* Barrois, 13 December 1762 in Ste Anne’s [www.ancestry.com](http://www.ancestry.com), Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 112].

![Signatures at the Marriage of Marie Louise de Marsac and Robert Navarre](image)

9. **Pierre de Marsac** was born 20 November 1746 and baptized 23 November 1746 in Ste Anne’s. His godparents were Pierre [Chesne *dit*] Labutte and Thérèse Campeau [www.ancestry.com](http://www.ancestry.com), Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 26]. Pierre de Marsac was buried 24 November 1746 [Ste. Anne Burials, Part 1].
Marsac – Séguin dite Ladéroute Family:

Jean Baptiste de Marsac, son of François de Marsac and Thérèse Cécile Campeau, was born 26 August 1739 and baptized the following day in Ste Anne’s. His godparents were Jean Baptiste Chapoton, surgeon, and Marie Cécile Campeau, wife of Joseph [Douaire de] Bondy.

Jean Baptiste de Marsac and Geneviève Séguin dite Ladéroute had seven children who are discussed below. They lived at the Grand Marais. Geneviève Séguin dite Ladéroute was buried in Ste Anne’s Cemetery 20 July 1793 [Ste Anne’s Burials, Part V; Denissen, Vol. II, p. 802-803]. Jean Baptiste de Marsac was buried under the name Benjamin Marsac, a name he used occasionally, as can be seen in the records for his children. He was buried 16 November 1813 in Ste Anne’s cemetery [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1842, Image 39].

Jean Baptiste de Marsac and Geneviève Séguin dite Ladéroute’s children: Note that in contrast to the métis children named below, none of the children were given the dit or dite name Panatchat at their baptism or marriage, and their father never used the dit name Panatchat.

1. Archange de Marsac, daughter of Sieur Jean Baptiste de Marsac and Geneviève Séguin dite Ladéroute was born 20 May 1774 at 4 o’clock in the afternoon at the Grand Marais. She was
baptized the following day in Ste Anne’s. Her godparents were Joseph Séguin dit Ladéroute, the baby’s grandfather, and Geneviève Tremblay, the baby’s aunt and wife of Cajetan [Séguin dit] Laderoute [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 191]. Archange de Marsac married Jean Baptiste Prudhomme dit Nantais, son of Jean Baptiste Prudhomme and of the deceased Marguerite Dumouchel, 22 February 1791 at Ste Anne’s www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1780-1801, Image 155].

2. Rose de Marsac, daughter of Sieur Jean Baptiste de Marsac and Dame Geneviève Séguin dite Ladéroute, was born 17 January 1776 at the Grand Marais. She was baptized 20 January 1776 at Ste Anne’s. Her godparents were Charles St Aubin and Rose Séguin dite Ladéroute [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 204]. Rose de Marsac, daughter of [Jean Baptiste dit] Benjamin de Marsac and the deceased Geneviève Séguin dite Ladéroute, married Jean Baptiste Cochois [Cauchois], son of the deceased Jean Baptiste Cauchois and Angélique Séjourner, of Michilimackinac, 5 January 1797 in Detroit www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1780-1801, Image 266].
3. **Geneviève de Marsac**, daughter of *Sieur* [Jean Baptiste *dit*] Benjamin de Marsac, of the northeast coast, and *dame* Geneviève Séguin *dite* Ladéroute, was born 17 November 1777 at midday and baptized the same day at Ste Anne’s. Her godparents were Pierre Meny and Agnès Meny, wife of Latour [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 222].

Geneviève de Marsac, daughter of Jean Baptiste de Marsac and the deceased Geneviève Séguin *dite* Ladéroute, married **Henri Campeau**, son of Simon Campeau and Véronique Bourdeau, 16 August 1797 at Ste Anne’s [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1780-1801, Image 273].

![](Image)

Signatures at the Marriage of Geneviève de Marsac and Henri Campeau

4. **Charlotte de Marsac [dite] Del’Homertrou**, daughter of *Monsieur* [Jean Baptiste *dit*] Benjamin de Marsac del’Homhertrou, of the Grand Marais, and *dame* Geneviève Séguin *dite* Ladéroute, was born 21 October 1779 at 6 o’clock in the morning and baptized the same day at Ste Anne’s. Her godparents were *le Sieur* de Marsac *[dit* Portail, and Charlotte Bourassa, widow of François de Marsac [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 235].

Charlotte Marsac, daughter of JB Marsac and the deceased Geneviève Séguin, married **Simon Landry**, son of the deceased Simon Landry and Madeleine Leblanc, 26 October 1802 at Ste Anne’s [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1832, Image 3].

![](Image)

Signatures at the Marriage of Charlotte Marsac and Simon Landry

5. **Jean Baptiste de Marsac**, son of Jean Baptiste de Marsac and Geneviève Séguin *dite* Ladéroute, of the Grand Marais, was baptized 22 June 1782 at Ste Anne’s [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1702-1780, Image 14 – typed transcription of records that are missing from the original records]

6. **Hélène de Marsac**, daughter of Jean Baptiste de Marsac and Geneviève Séguin *dite* Ladéroute was born 30 November 1784 in the evening and baptized 1 December 1784 at Ste Anne’s. Her
godparents were Jean Marie Dubé and Thérèse de Marsac. The father was absent www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1780-1801, Image 39]. Hélène Marsac, daughter of Jean Baptiste Marsac and the deceased Geneviève Séguin, married Antoine Desmarchais, son of the Jean Baptist Demarchais dit Parisien and the deceased Marie [Charlotte Brignon dite Lapierre dite] Lenoir, 7 January 1806 in Ste Anne’s www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1832, Image 12]. Hélène de Marsac married James McDonald, widower of Cecilia Fisher, 4 November 1816 in Ste Anne’s [Kelley, ed., p. 79].

Signatures at the Marriage of Hélène Marsac and Antoine Desmarchais

7. Louis de Marsac, son of Sieur Jean Baptiste de Marsac and Dame Geneviève Séguin dite Ladéroute, was born 10 February 1787 and baptized 12 February 1787 in Ste Anne’s. His godparents were Le Sieur Louis Beaufait and Dame Thérèse Tremblay www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1780-1801, Image 73]. Louis Marsac, son of Jean Baptiste Marsac and the deceased Geneviève Séguin, married Monique Raymond dite Toulouse, daughter of Jean Baptiste Raymond dit Toulouse and the deceased Archange Lauson, 7 June 1808 at Ste Anne’s www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1832, Image 21].

Signatures at the Marriage of Louis Marsac and Monique Raymond dite Toulouse

Marsac – Sauteuse Family:
Paul de Marsac, son of François de Marsac and Thérèse Cécile Campeau, was born 19 February 1743 and baptized the same day at Ste Anne’s. His godparents were Paul Pougé and Marie Anne Bienvenu www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1704-1744, Image 178].
Paul de Marsac had a son Jean de Marsac by a Sauteuse before 1779. Jean is discussed below [Denissen, Vol. II, p. 803]. Paul de Marsac married Marie Anne Chesne dite Labutte, daughter of Pierre Chesne dit Labutte and Marie Anne Cuillerier, 20 December 1779 in Assumption [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Détroit, L’Assomption de Sandwich de Windsor, 1767-1783, Image 36]. Marie Anne Chesne was the great granddaughter of Pierre Roy and Marguerite Ouabankikoué.

Paul de Marsac was buried 15 July 1781 [Denissen, Vol. II, p. 803].

Marsac – Tacamanbinacouait Family:
Jean or Jean Baptiste Marsac was the son of Paul de Marsac and a Sauteuse; his birthdate is not known.
Notes on the identification of the correct father and mother of the children listed below: Jean or Jean Baptiste Marsac had nine children by Thérèse Andrews or Tacamanbinacouai or Tacambinacouainon or 8acamanbondis. Denissen erroneously states that the children listed below were the children of Jean Baptiste de Marsac, son of François de Marsac and Thérèse Cécile Campeau, and Thérèse Tacamanbincouai, and provides the dates of their baptisms. On the following page, he lists the children of Jean Marsac and Thérèse Andrews, the year they were born and marriage information. With the exception of two additional children the names and approximate birthdates are exactly the same as the children listed for Jean Baptiste de Marsac, son of François de Marsac and Thérèse Cécile Campeau. In other words, the children are listed twice and attributed to two different fathers [Denissen, Vol. II, pp. 803, 804].

At their marriage in 1811, Jean Marsac and Thérèse acknowledged their children as legitimate. Although the baptisms of their children, listed their mothers in different ways [two were not named]: Catherine Shawanone, Thérèse Tacamanbinacouai or Tacambinacouainon, and Chawana Benaka, I believe that Thérèse was the mother of all of the children and that the names Catherine Shawanone and Chawana Benaka could be different forms of her name or even alternative names. However, at the marriages for four of the children at Ste Anne’s, their mother’s name is listed as Thérèse. Finally, at her burial [see below], Thérèse 8acamanbondis (another spelling) is listed as the widow of Jean Baptiste Marsac.

The combination of all of these facts lead me to believe that Jean or Jean Baptiste Marsac, son of Paul Marsac and a Sautese, married once to Thérèse, and that she was the mother of all of their children.

Jean Marsac, son of Paul Marsac and a Sautese [Ojibwa or Chipewwa], married Thérèse, a Sautese, 8 July 1811 at Ste Anne’s. At their marriage, Jean Marsac and Thérèse recognized their children as legitimate: Thérèse, age about 18 years; Jean Baptiste, age about 17 years; Louis, age about 15 years; Hyppolite, age about 11 years; Archange, age about 7 years; Marguerite, age about 5 years; and Marie Anne, age about 3 years [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1832, Image 34].
Thérèse Andrews [Tacamanbinacouai / Tacambinacouainon / 8acamanbondis], daughter of Jacob Andrews and a Sauteuse [Ojibwa or Chippewa], was baptized 8 July 1811 in Ste Anne’s, the same day that she was married. Her godparents were Henri Berthelot and Angélique Campeau [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D. Detroit, Ste Anne, 1810-1848, Image 10].

Marriage of Jean Marsac and Thérèse

Baptism of Thérèse Andrews
Thérèse 8acamanbondis, a Sautueuse and widow of Jean Baptiste Marsac, was buried 29 November 1814 from Ste Anne’s at the age of about 40 years [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1842, Image 45].

Burial of Thérèse 8acamanbondis

Children of Jean Baptiste de Marsac by Thérèse Tacamanbinacouai or Tacambinacouainon or 8acamanbondis:

1. Thérèse Marsac dite Panatchat daughter of Jean Baptiste Marsac and a Native American, was born in 1792. She was baptized 27 November 1793 in Ste Anne’s. Her godparents were François Rivard and Marthe Morand [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1780-1801, Image 206].

Baptism of Thérèse Marsac

Thérèse Marsac, daughter of Jean Marsac and Thérèse, married Jacques Allard, son of Jacques Allard and Geneviève Laforêt, 15 July 1811, in Ste Anne’s www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1832, Image 37 – see below].
2. Jean Baptiste Marsac dit Panatchat, son of Jean Baptiste Marsac and a Native American was born in February 1794. He was baptized 19 April 1794. His godparents were Charles Morand and Côté’s wife [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1780-1801, Image 218].
3. **Louis Marsac**, son of Jean Marsac and Thérèse, was born circa 1799. He was recognized as legitimate as his parents’ marriage.

4. **Hippolyte Marsac**, son of Jean Baptiste Marsac and **Catherine Shawanone**, who had not yet been baptized, was born 10 January 1799 and baptized 12 May 1799 in Ste Anne’s. His godparents were Hippolyte St. Bernard and Madeleine Campeau [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1780-1801, Image 291].

   ![](baptism_of_hippolyte_marsac.jpg)

   **Baptism of Hippolyte Marsac**

   Paul Marsac, son of Jean Marsac and Thérèse [no last name] married **Catherine Sene**, daughter of the deceased Jean Sene and Cécile Griffard, 10 January 1826, in Ste Anne’s [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1832, Image 95]. Paul Marsac married **Catherine Lamy** after Catherine Sene’s death [Denissen, Vol. II, p. 805].

   ![](marriage_of_paul_marsac_and_catherine_sene.jpg)

   **Marriage of Paul Marsac and Catherine Sene**

5. **Archange Marsac dit Panatchat**, daughter of Jean Baptiste Marsac dit Panatchat and a **Sauteuse** named Tacambinacouainon, who had been baptized in September of the previous year, was born 6 November 1802 and baptized the following day in Ste Anne’s. Her mother was present for the baptism. Her godparents were Joseph Voyer and Rose Saucier [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne Autre Registres, 1801-1810, Image 9 – note that her mother’s baptism is not found in the records].

   ![](marriage_of_archange_marsac_dit_panatchat.jpg)

   **Marriage of Archange Marsac dit Panatchat**
6. Élisabeth Marsac, daughter of Jean Baptiste Marsac and Catherine, a non-baptized Sauteuse [Ojibwa or Chippewa], was born in November 1803 and baptized 22 May 1804. Her godmother was Élisabeth Beaufait; the name for the godfather was left blank [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne Autre Registres, 1801-1810, Image 19].

Élisabeth Marsac, daughter of Jean Baptiste Marsac and the deceased Thérèse N [the rest of her name is left blank], married Alexis St. George, son of Pierre St. George and the deceased Josette Lespagnol, 30 June 1835 in Ste Anne’s www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1832, Image 127 – the ending date of the records is mislabeled].

7. Marguerite Marsac, daughter of Jean Baptiste Marsac and Taucamanbacoue, a Sauteuse [Ojibwa or Chippewa], was born in February 1806 and baptized 28 June 1806. The father was absent. Her godparents were Théophile Matai and Archange Marsac, wife of Jean Baptiste Prudhomme [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne Autre Registres, 1801-1810, Image 34].
Marguerite Marsac, daughter of Jean Baptiste Marsac and Thérèse Ottawase [sic], married François Allard, son of Jacques Allard and Geneviève Laforêt, 7 September 1824 in Ste Anne’s. [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, Autre Registres, 1801-1832, Image 88].

8. Marie Anne Marsac, daughter of Jean Baptiste Marsac and a Native American named Chawana Benaka, was born 29 June 1808 and baptized 13 August 1808. The mother was present for the baptism. Her godparents were Henri Berthelet, who was absent, and Cecile Boucet [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne Autre Registres, 1801-1810, Image 49].
Marie Anne Marsac married William Conwell [Denissen, Vol. II, p. 803 – she is listed under the wrong father].

9. Cécile Marsac, daughter of Jean Marsac and Thérèse Andrews, was born 9 May 1813 and baptized 30 August 1813 in Ste Anne’s. Her godparents were Jacques Campeau, fils, and Josette Chêne [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1810-1848, Image 35].

Marsac – ChominiteKoi Family:
Joseph Marsac had a son by ChominiteKoi, a Native American in 1820. It is possible, but not proven that Joseph Marsac was the son of François Marsac and Cécile Saucier. Joseph Marsac married Anne Grant, daughter of John Grant and Judith Campeau, 18 January 1821 [Denissen, Vol. II, p. 804].

1. François Marsac was born in the middle of 1820 and baptized 13 May 1822. His godparents were Gilbert Yax and [Illegible] Yax. [www.ancestry.com, Drouin Collection, D, Detroit, Ste Anne, 1810-1848, Image 125].
Baptism of François Marsac